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TOPOLOGICAL EMBEDDINGS OF DISKS VIA
CONFIGURATION CATEGORIES
PEDRO BOAVIDA DE BRITO AND MICHAEL S. WEISS
Abstract. The functor that takes a manifold to its configuration category
exhibits a type of full faithfulness in some cases.
Let Nn be a smooth manifold with boundary. Fix a smooth embedding b from
∂Dm to ∂N . We write injmap∂(D
m, N) for the space of injective maps whose
restriction to the boundary is b and injmaps∂(D
m, N) for the union of path com-
ponents which contain smooth embeddings. Similarly, we write embTOP∂ (D
m, N)
for the space of locally flat topological embeddings and embTOP,s∂ (D
m, N) for the
union of path components which contain smooth embeddings. We assume that
n−m > 3 and n ≥ 5. Under these circumstances, the inclusion of embTOP∂ (D
m, N)
in injmap∂(D
m, N) is a weak equivalence (see [1]).
The following result is essentially an extension of [2, Theorem 10.1]. We keep
the notation from that paper.
Theorem 1. The evaluation map
injmaps∂(D
m, N)→ Rmap∂Fin∗(con(D
m), con(N))
is an almost weak equivalence, i.e. all its homotopy fibers are either empty or
contractible.
Proof. Let e be a neat smooth embedding Dm →֒ N of an m-disk in N which
extends b. We extend e to a smooth embedding f : Dm ×Dn−m → N by taking a
normal tube so that f−1(∂N) is Sm−1 ×Dn−m. Composition with f gives a map
of squares from
(1)
embTOP,s∂ (D
m, Dn) Rmap∂
Fin∗
(con(Dm), con(Dn))
immTOP,s∂ (D
m, Dn) Rmap∂
Fin∗
(conloc(Dm), conloc(Dn))
to
(2)
embTOP,s∂ (D
m, N) Rmap∂
Fin∗
(con(Dm), con(N))
immTOP,s∂ (D
m, N) Rmap∂
Fin∗
(conloc(Dm), conloc(N))
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Both squares are cartesian, so we can view the map of squares as a cartesian cube.
Then the lower face (consisting of the immersion spaces and spaces of maps of local
configuration categories) is cartesian. So the top face is also cartesian. Furthermore,
the top row of (1) is a weak equivalence since both terms are contractible by [2].
Therefore, the homotopy fiber of the top row of (2) over the basepoint (determined
by e) is weakly contractible. Repeating the argument for different choices of e we
get the claim. 
Corollary 2. The commutative square
emb∂(D
m, N) injmaps∂(D
m, N)
imm∂(D
m, N) ΩmΓ
is homotopy cartesian. Here Γ is the space of pairs (x, α) where x is a point in the
interior of N and α is a derived operad map Em → ETxN , and ETxN is the operad
of little disks in TxN (it is abstractly isomorphic to En.)
Proof. We obtain this from [2, Theorem 1.1] in the boundary version and the the-
orem above. 
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